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lntrodu

A. What is this guide about?

This guide identifies certain research skills students need to become

independent in gathering and pruienting informatioa.

B. How is the guide mooed?

This guide presents a suggested continuum for school staffs. It con-

tains a sequential development of research skills with axamplex of activities

and remurcrs. However, these activities and resources are not exhaustion.

Ideas from this guide my be used by school staff to plan curricula which

outlines:

I. the skills to be taught.

2. the level at which skills should be stressed, and

the staff member cr motherly to teach each skill.

Mk How is the guide organized?

This guide begins with a sequential development of research skills.

For rase of selection. the couteut has been divided into tun sections,

and 7-12. However, teachers at any level may find useful activities

to adapt to au; grade.

ee-
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"Thalia who learn to retrieve and store
intormatioa withoet developing the capacity
to discriminate mod thecae that teformation
may well become slaves to seceod-band, reedy-
made opinioes.w

Dr. Key R. Vaodergrift, Columbia University

h begins with the first question."



Sequential Development of
Research Skills

The Sequential Development of Reseerch Skills bar graph is a curriculum

platuw3t which may he useful in your school. It is organised into five

rectIons --orientation, audiovisual resources, card catalog, classification

and arrangement, research and reference resources, and research writing

*kills, Each section is further divided Into skill categories that are

overlapping and not all-inclusive, rho bars suggest where these skills

may he taught in the 1-12 system.
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Sequential Development of
Research Skills Overvisw

1,_Orleatstion K 1 2 3 6 8 Q 10 11 12

A. Introduction to

t

personnel
a * 0 a* * * 1 * * A * 4 * 4

S. Library courtesy * * 1 * * * * *4* 41 *4,4*
C. Kinds *ad loco -

tiona of materisls 4 ,* w * * 1 * A 4 A

D. Care of books bead

audiovisual mater-
ials

* 4 0 * * * * a * * * * 4

Y. Ieentification and
care of audiovisual
equipment a * * * * 0 t * 4 * 4 6 *

P. Circulation pro-
cedures A * * * * 6 * * A * 4 *

I. Audloylmu*I resources IIMEMEIIMIIIIIMMICI 10 11 2

A. Indentification of
*

AV reamurces
A * * 0 * * * 4 * 4 0 4

S. 4Tare and operation
of AV equipment * * 1 6 0 * * * 4 * 4 a a

C. Utilizatiom of AV
resources * * * * i * a S * 4 * 1

D. Production of AV * * * a * * 41 * 0 *

L. Card Catalog, Clasmiff - K

cation; and Arr t
1 6 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A. Alphabetizing * * 4 * * * * * 4 * * * 1 * i

B. Arrangement of
materials

* * * 4 * * 0

C. Shelf labels
* * * * *A * 4 di * * * 1

D. Catalog drawer
labels and guide
card*

F. *elation of call
number to nateri-

* A * * * * 0 * l at

*1*
* * * * 0 0 *

F. Types of catalog
cards

* * * * * * * * * A *

c. Clasuificatit'laystes
* * * 4 *

a. frusta refrenre * * * * ilt *



IV. Iceearch and Refer- it

cure Rfsource*
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 le 11 12

-.----

A. Olctioaarift a 0 eada lik0

.

*0 Pdi 1 *ga
S. Encyclopedias Oa* aolia* I * * R * A *

C. Periodicals It * 410**It * *0 *0 * I 01
D. Periodical lade:dee R a*100 ape *ft*
E. Other Reference

Sources
I. Vertical files 11 * I * 0 * R * I 14 * ps *

2. Interviewing
commuuity re-A
sources ,,. 0 a P 0 o * a ididisk*

1. indexeaAlre-
ruice.yeerbooluo.,

atlases D a . .. a p ***map*
4. Special biogas

phical references *0410 *0* * ***
5. Subject are*

reference*

1

k id o 0 4 * K * * 0 *A
,.:.

, Research Writing --ir I 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 17

Skill d_
4

A. Select!** that topic tad do m **IN * A * 44 a *

R. Locating and col-
lecting information
frun various source* v * * s p * * e * * *

C. Taking notes a 0 4 *44 * a * * * *

U. that I lasing * i a,* * * * * * *

X. Writing the paper
I. Int roduc t ion 0**46* * *AA**
Z. Transition* 4**44441 * * * * * A *

i. Conclusions *a * it\ * * * * * a

P. Footnotes 4 a It * al ****6
C. Bibliography

4 * * * * a * 0

H. Completing the
paper a 4 0 c * * * it

I. Style abeet * * a * 0 a a it or a a a

I. Sample research
* * * * * * a 44

paper ..

10



Ileneerch skills istrodeced at as early towel are building block..

that can he streest5esed during subsequent yeses. Sunbettelprogress

activate to individual abilities with the range of mastery skills

becoming prAgasetvely wider. Is the intermediate grades, 'Modest

needs Whnad be eassesed to avoid unnecessary 'apathies. More with

high levels, of weetery can serve as testers in peer teaching situation..

Soo* after serolinent, students should be formally introdocei to

the Instrutione" 110Merial Center, the library staff and procedures

empected. Zech INC hes cherectsrleace sled services to offer

students.

Although basic library ass sed beginninrescexch skills have

bass introduced in grades A-6, it ehoeld mot be eosoned that those

skills have been learned. This section emphasizes reisforceneet of

Walls. INC dire:Acme and teachers sheuid diagnose etedaste needs

before toschis4 a perticelme skill and instrectim should be adapted

they weds. This could ease employing aspects of the precedieg

elementary school curriculum or alveociag to the high school level.

4642 sidle School

As students reach high =heel, they should be refutes the *kills

11



already learned. At this level they ahould alms be independently

pptying their knowledge of DIC use and study skills to all their

assignments in each mabject are^. Reinforcement will still be necessary,

and atc directors and teachers together atitl need to utilize elements

of the elementary and intermediate achcal curricula to assure that all

atudenra have learned basic study skills related to library use.

H
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Section I: Elementary Level
Research Paper Activities

This sertior provides sixteen activities focusing on the produalon

of a research paper.

Report Writing Skills

Toe often when ..sked to write a report, children locate an

eppropriate encyclopedia volume, sit down with pencil and paper, and

write "reports ". !even when children use their own words in these

assignments. they are not learning bow to do R report. To teach report

writing. a teacher must not only ste.'en a topic but also help students

develop and apply the four bees of good reurt writing: collect-

log and retarding information, note - taking, using reference sources, and

rgAwrizm notes tor writing.

1:0111:CTING AND RECORDINGChildrev should be made aware that inferno-

tin may he gathered from many sources other than hooks. They should a'so

he to r variety of ways of recordien data and information. The

tol),,viam activities can be used to introduce these skills to students.

0,11dren .an survey each other to learn their favorite singers, tete-

:,rogcams, or foods: find out how everyone gets to school; what car

the)r'd ctuuo.e it they could buy one; ur whereto get the hest fast food, Other

:eelst!.Tlitte4 include bovine students record their observations an they

,xvcrimeut with wesething: WhIch oblects float and which do not? What

sr the overt* ; to the' growth eyrie of newborn mice nr the germination

"f dif!erent seeds? They can meoaure objects using nonstandard

i3



measures and :ompara their results with standard Engliah aeasurea.

Children nay wish to record information by graphing data before

writing shout it. Thts approach to informational writing by recording

firsthand inf,rmation is an important step in getting children seem:armed

to doing reports in their own words. Although the content of such record-

ing will %airy tram primary to 'kiddie-grade students because of their

differing interests. be process Is the same. It is a critical first

step in report writing.

MOTETAKING--Learnina to take notes is the second important skill

involved in report writing. To encourage children to take notes in their

own words from reference sources, start with paragraphs of Information

on laze., poster boards, chart boards, or trenapareacies. This way you

can c,cnccol 'tow long they can see the paragraph. Give children time to

read it and then turn it over or turn the projector off. Ask the

children to erite in their own words one sentence that tells what the

paragraph was about. You may give them r second look at the paragraph to

get a name or decal. they temed. Next have them stars their sentences

with you. Comment on then: Which one.. are too imitative of the words

of the orisloal writer? Which are good and for what reason? This takes

time end patience because taking notes involves abstracting and summariz-

ing informationboth complex cognitive rooks. it is a difficult skill

to neater.

It may take i numhAr of experiences before children can take notes

easily. ther may need group practice with paragraphs two or three t!mea

4 wevk for several weeks. To promote individual responsibility, use wor'.-

ahe.t4 with paragraphs typed only on the left-hand half of the paper.

linV stude'nt's fold the sheets in half lengthwise SO the paragraphs are on

ifs

14



the loft side and a blame space is on the right. The object of this

ezerioe Is to have students read the first paragraph. turn the paper

over, and write their notes. (Sy now this mey be two or perhaps even

three sentences if the paragraph is long or has a great deal of inform-

atioo.)

Mtge students have meatered the paragraph summaries. they should

be ready to use hooka. Someway find they want zo mark their place and

closes the book when writing notes; others may be able to write in their

own words without doing that.

USING REVERENCE SOURCAS--Now children are ready to concentrute on

the thirA battle skill - -wing several sources for information. School

librarians are often williag to pull some books on particular topics if

given advance notice. If possible, bring a book cart to your room;

otherwise. arrange for children to use the book* in the library. The

instructional goal is to expose students to the rremendolua variety of

informational books available. Osten thete books are easier to read than

encyclopedlao and have sore illustrations to clarify the concepts. (Of

course, students will need to learn how to find their own informational

books independently. but the purpose here is to develoe the ability to

integrate several sources of information on a topic. Learning to locate

Informational books should take place later.)

iMILNIUNG NOTES FOR WRITINGStudents nhould now be ready to ouster

the fourth skill -- organizing notes for writing. Having children take notes

ou separate pieceo of paper rewinda than not to copy. children go through

their papers at the end of the week and cut off the bottom pieces that

at.- hiank. A Unniinr later puts the pieces into blank note cards about

1(:" X 1" mud put thew in a box for three who need then. Students

15



should be instructed to write only one idea on each note card.

After reading and taking notes, students should put a one or two

word label on each card. Next. the note cards with the same label are

clipped together and spread out on a large table or on the flour. The

students arrange them in the order they will use them when writing. The

labels on the note cards, when arranged in order. become the report

outline. Now children can work at their own desks or writing tables.

Thus. the outline nerves as a usef..1 tool for oeganitita4 ideas, not a

chore done to please the reacher after the report is written. Remind

children that tt they have a few notes that don't seem to fit into the

rest of their plan. they may he discarded. Not every note taken needs

to he used to the report!

Me four bast% skills of report wri '1g are not easily acquired.

Hut the procedures outlined here have been used by teachers who have

had good results in the torn of good reports.

K-41 Researeh AetivIcies

!;tudents will:

1. the tclephom directory to alphabetize.

Hite up as you call their last name.

s. (to.. k ?so. and (otalo$ to understand apecial problema in

siHr Irestane: sbbreviarions, Mr and Mac)

. t tt t ton and nonfiction books. HOW are !hese shelved'

:1 .tinny of frequently used Dewey numbers:

VAulli,les: Fair/ !aleii

Diu r.aurs

'1ports

t .

1%

16



6. Compare supermarket arramgemmets to that of a library.

7. to able to:

-find a fiction book about a country.

-fled a non- fiction book about that country.

-locate a mop, globe, or stlae of that country .

- locate a poem about that country.

-locate a fairy tale taking place in that country.

- list other materials available from that country.

intermediate Research Activities

Activity to increase student knowledge of the Dewey Decimal
classification system.

Procedure: Divide the class Into tee groups, one to represent
each of the main classes of the Dewey Classification.

Begin 'Classification Clubs ". Each club if respoesible
for publicising books in their classification to the

other students. To Ao this, the students bunt be
familiar with the various subjects included in their
carries. Each club determines the interesting topics
within their classification --Why it is important to know
this info:mattes. what does the information add to our
lives. etc. Promoting theee classifications can be done
with oral reports, posters, ads, or bulletin boards.

Mote: You might assize one classification club to be
responsible for each of the nine school mouthe-
eliminating the 000's that include reference
works of a general type.

Pole Playing Activity

Exercises in rule- playing can be used to help students understand

mood conduct and courtesy in the INC. After role-playing. the clans

discusisto topics Ruch as acceptable vs. unacceptable behavior and special

problem, of the INC director.

Making Catalog Cards

Students (au make the three different types of catalog cares (subject,

author. and title) for books which ..eve been read to the clans or student written

17



books. (This activity is especially appropriate for a class or school that

"publisihea" student writing because students can make the three catalog

cards for their own books.)

Using Film strip/Cassette Media for Importing temearch

Just as students often get their Informstton from filmstrips and

camarttem, qradonta can use theme media to share their research. Filmstrips

and cassettes van provide an exciting vehicle for reporting. Extensive

pre-writing activities,auch as discussions and demonstrations on sequencing.

organization, and oral/graphic expression must take place. This activity

tan al.to enhance students' awarenesa of commercial filmstrips and casuettes.

You can a-nd for film strip kits at the !allowing addresses:

Make Your Own Filmstrips without a Camera
Media Fir for Teacher and Students
1477 Lake Tahoe Soak Co.

Scholastic Film Strip Kit
Stholaetic. Publishing Co.

of You bleach th emninion from old film strips with sane quart of water

and one cup of chlorine bleach. Unroll, totally submerge, and gently

agitate the film for about one minute. Rinses and hang to dry. Each frame
a

rtes four pair% of slots. fl ft Score the frames between

ever! fourth slot. Draw
C on the filmstrip with perman-

ent megic meeker or wax .!-1

1
a pencils. Dr- the (salines

C
on one side of the film and color an the hack for effective results.

Students should have copies of the following pre-writing hand out to

plan their travels and written work.

Subic-It ur Title

--

Sane

14
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A variation of strip filer makina is alids-askiag. This can be done

easily and can be adopted to different levels.

1. Slides: primary grades

Meteriale-mapper roiled with rectangles

34 mm wide by 21ms high sad

pencil.

Children draw pictures that accompany story or report. Rum

pictures through theimefax onto transparencies. Cat end put

Into slide from. Color with permanent earlier*.

Mosher elides. Write narration with sentences numbered to

correspond with slides.

2. Slide's intermediate greatest

Run tranapareociee ruled with rectangles Ors X 3cm with

34en X 21am rectangle* within. Students draw directly on

plastic transparencies with Lernanentmarkers (Rooms* with

alcohol.) Cut and mount in slide holders.

15
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Sesta:dug Research Writingi An Example

Use Volumes t of the World hook Encyclopedia mid real the article

on ELEPWAIITS. ('You can reproduce this section to give each student a

copy.) Have students make a list of questions relating to elephants.

Oa 33Li cards students writs in their own words the information about

elephants they think is meet important. These will be answers to gnos-

tical they made up after reading the article. Students should use a

code word or phrase on the top Of each card. such as "elephant -body"

"elephant-food." before writing the informettirs in their awn words.

They should check to see if they have answered all the questions they

vented to anawr. (More advericed_studave can use multiple resources.)

Students can compere their questions and facts before writing

individual reports from the note card*, arranging note cards in order

which beet presents information. This is called ornamilatioa. When

students are using several sourema of information, they will need

guidance in combining and omitting note carols.

Check the report for clear, complete sentences, punctuation. and

spelling. Before students turn papers in they should be made aware of

standards. such as how 'any errors are allowed if the paper is accepted.

Short Report

The cotyclpedlo format to an effective way to organize end present

now Information in a short report. Here are some exert-tees which way

be used to teach this format.

I. 'tudent; may revise short article from an encyclopedia an a

familiar topic much as goldfish, skateboards. etc. The revision should

not noir include impostent information from the article but also other

infreation from the students' experiences.

16
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1

2. Another passibility is the simplification of & encyclopedte

Article. Older children could paraphreae Is eispler terms faro younger

audience.)

3. Students rey also contrast and compare tea encyclopedia articles

on the same topic. This will lead students to discover and resolve

discrepeocles between the two article*.

4. Students could adapt encyclopedia material fire other uses such

as children's non- fiction picture :rooks, fictional diaries, puppet shows.

speeches, clays, *algae* end brochures.

17
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Section II: The Junior/Senior
High School Research Paper

In some ways, explaining how to write A renearch parer 18 0.10404.:

1) Choose the subject,
A

'1) Take notes.

1) flake an outline.

4) lir' to the paper.

'0 Arrange the footnotes.

t) organize the bibliography.

Fait as simply an this list is. there are obviously many, many ways to

go About each of these tasks and many, many ways to tench the procedures

to students. This sevttnn contains some examples of curricula and sug-

gestions for An&essing what students have learned. We have decided not

ta include examples of research papers or to discuss such things os

footing and specific rule, for research papers as those are generally

aysilolhIc in high sOnwl and college handNooks.

Urtormining Grsde Level Requirements

Although there is no standard research paper requirement in the

sehatls of Wisconsin, many school systems have by agreement among the

staff across several departments identified minimum requirements for

k:racie level. An example of one such list Is included. We emphasize

that th14 I, 4n example from one school system. Each school cr vonsnr-

tiqm .f Chinas sfssald he en.,siraged to develop its own list.

IA
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%squired Formats for Social Studies and

Raelieh Research Papers

The following are remora! mielesim raquirememte at each grade level.

9th grade 10th grade Ilth A 12th grades

Length of Paper 5-7 pages handwritten
3-4 pages typed

10-1S handwritten
fr-S typed

10-IS pages typed

Number of Sources Three Five Fight

Types of Source. 1 emplane, 1 hook,
I reference (no more
than 1 encyclopedia
sap be used)

-----

Mixed sources, no
encyclopedia

Mixed source., no
encyclopedia

Topics Teacher assigned or
approved

Teacher assigned or
approved

Teacher approved

402 structure
60% content

Ratio of Content to
Structure in tvalue-
tion

21.111.111
Soc. Studies

Sane as 9th erodeSOS .true- 4O2 .true-
tore tore
402 content 601 contest

Interviews Bone option available
to students

At least one out-of
school interview

Appendix only if necessary for
clarification

Optional -sot to he
included is the total
page requiremelt

Encouraged -not to b
included it the tot
page requirement

23



Sagolwed WOrmata (tams.)

11th & 12th Raeder

Inoteotna, Sibliefraphy,
Gemara]. Posing

,-r --

nemmloasmeamen
(sea attached)

Deagle-Soussman
(atne attach0I)

Daus) e-Bousamas, !

Styl Sheet and
Turablan iutroduci

Typed Tipmd or handwritten
CO moltned paper

Some as 9th grads Must be typed

Tisk allotment'
in class

Approx. time from !WOW"
to !Web is 1 month,.
allowing 1 or 2 days per
week in clam! or ESC

5406 as 9th grade Varies with class

Placement CO Calendar 24d semester in Social
StadiaeapollIng,
gesnow emphasised in
let seinster Soglieh

2nd or 4th quarter

In Intermediate
composition

Varies with class

Possession of Pipers

..._

'Teachers retain

all papers

Teachers retain
all papers

Papers arms return

e4
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Examples of resource used is teaching students how to locate information.

The following materials have been found useful by teacher* and

librarian's to assist *what, in learning t-lw to look for information.

Exhibit A, takes from Carrara Media, 'newts scam basic resource* that

student* should consider. Exhibit from the Middleton Schools, is

a work *heat used for teaching atudaats about the costenta of one infor-

mation reference *mice. the lembitt's Guide. ExhibAt C la an example

of a worksheet used for teach/mg students about the card catalogue.

21
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Ihritibit A

nom to Get the Pacts!
Tone time amd be cutlass..

1. SmcyclopeAlss
Use for spnewel leformetime

2. Books
The 120451eElgets tells what emit chapter to about.

The imApm tells you what people and place. are eentioned

on tibia% pages.

3. 1114$41n4O
To find articles ea your subject, use the Seeders' Guide

to Periodical Llseystrv. Articles are listed under author

and seh1ect bleedings.
4 Newspapers

Use ledueee, *elects see listed elphabeticallT.

S. Facts on File
This is a world steers divot used for current events.

information is wamattrised is tour cataurtes:

World Affair*
U.S. Affairs
Other !tat tons

Miscellameous
6. Pamphset Piles

These contain printed eomerials put out by information

services and savernment agencies on lab jest of interest

to the general public.

Y. People
Use pereossl interviews to find out:

Who
Whet
When
Why
Where

4. Telephone
The telephone ,ampany hoe series of recorded tapes on n

variety of subjects. Call the operator for infatuation.
(Current Media, November 1940, pp. 14-153
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!inhibit

Seeder's Guide dmeTclee 9-12

NUM

Reader's Guide used is Claes Date Vol.

Articles indexed included dates from

We.

to
A. The Reader's Guide nose various abbreviations to save spec*. Fill

A in the couplets title of the ememaiem for each abbreviation listed.

1. tins N or Nome W

2. Nat Gee!
1. Pop Neat
4. Eels Arts

S. Sets
6. C.S. Name

Fill in the complete word far each mord abbreviated below:

7. A,s, 10. +
N. coed 11. peb

9. pot 12. to

s. Reader's Guide also provides a list of the oeriodicele it indexes.
Please refer to this list end answer ym or no if the guide coiteins

as in0ex to articles is the following[

I.

2.

3.

Ebony 4.
S.

b.

Go iaa

Jack and Jill

.._MmIttffix_
leventees

New York Times Magazine 767171N-itoalth

044-cording to the inferimation given on your tour of the or, how can

you clattered** if our library subscribes to a certain magmata*?

E. header's Guide entries are made by both subject and author.

Plemee !Lod an entry by any anther maned Seith. Write out the entire

entry on the lines below. SO AZINIEV1ATION011 List the page number

on which you found this entry.

llener find an entry on the subject lace (track*, relations, cars.

etc.) Write asst the entire entry. no ANKEPIATIONStf List the

pnge number on which you found this entry.

Now many retries were there by sedsore named Staith? Now can you

toll when one entry ends and the newt begiest

Mu. unsay different topics were there winder the subject rare?

ti,it them below:

Middleton CRC n.d.
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(1)

(3)

Exhibit C

Card Catalogue VOrkabeet

lime

The card catalogete Le the basic wide to the library. It is a collection

of casts listing every book the library sons. What other sources are

to be found in the card catalogue?

As you know. there my be three cards for every source. They are:

1.

2.

3.

Below is a group of cards from a typical card catalogue file. From

the iefornatiom giver on them. simmer the questions listed below the

cards:

940.54

Scott. Robert Lae, 1406-
Ryles Tigers Chossault,
Doubleday, 1959.

285 p.

921 Shoemaker's San
An dedersew-Surnett, Mrs.

Coo/taste, 1619-1$91 -
Shoemaker'. Sew; the life
of Sans Christian Andersen.
313 p. illus.

Tor card 1 answer; 1.

2.

3.

For can 2 sewer: 1.

2.

3.

For card 3 atlawer: 1.

2.

3.

For raid 4 one 1.

2.

3.

SC
vareaerSTORIES

, Stephen Warren. 1892 -

Whaler 'round the Horn;
Illus. by Edward Penton.
Harcourt, 1950.
224 p. illue.

395Shortcut to Etiquette
Ss

barber, Edith Michael, 1692-

(4)
Shortcut to Etiquette; with
ft-melees by Doug Anderson.
Starling, 1953.
125 p. illus.

Whet does the date 1906 repreesst7
What is the title of the book?
What is the paid/shims compeary?
What does the date 1950 represent?
What MAShentmecontribute to the book?
Whet kind of card is 02?
What hied of book is this?
Who is the anther?
What does the sembes 313 represent?
Whet is the call umber of this book?
What does the date 1897 represent?
Why is there ma date following 1691?

Using the revert.e side of this
the books von have with you in

available

sheet. make an author card for one of
class. Include all information that is

to you.

Middleton IkC n.d.
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Beginning the Research Paper

As in all writing, there is no single way to begin a research piper,

nor is there any list of topics that are any more suitable than any other.

Melee Mills in her wort Commeedime Reeve hem provided some advice that

can he shared with students about beginnimg the research paper.

Students should select a topic they like to write about so that
they csa do their research with eathealsom and experience a feeling
of discovery. if the topic meet he omeigmed, tell stmiseLe to
choose some aspect of it that they like or that they understand
well. The reader should be kept is wind as the student writes the
researCh paper. Jest ea they moot to enjoy learning from their
research, their readers should be able to enjoy the information
presented in their papers. A highly technical study say just
confuse a reader who lacks the background needed to understand it.
On the other bead, few readoce went to nests time reading nothing
but fact. they already know end opialeas they love already beard.
Thum a well - chosen topic should be interesting both to rou and to
your residers.

Tell students to choose a topic that can be researched. Topics
to avoid are those based solely om persomml eicperience, those
which keys only a sisals seem' of information, or those for which
little specific imformetien can he foaled. It they were to try to
prove. for example, that chocolate ice cream tastes heater than a
thick. juicy musk, they probably would have problems become they
would be expressing opinions which would be difficult to support.
it, however, they were is disease the mmtritiemal vales of these
and other foods, they would be able to locate a large number of
:oaks and articles with marble details.

(Adapted from Mlle, Helen. enmenuding assays, 1977.)

Deciding as what topic to write should be lengthy brain/storming

part of the pre-writing process. Students should list, discuss, question

each other, clarify and narrow their topics taring this prate**. We

have included here a list of topico brainstormed by one group illustra-

tive only of the range of topics which can be considered.

Some topics to conaider

Planets
Public vo, rrivat schools
Abortion
Skiing
t1otheu vtvies

25

Death penelty
John F. Lennady
Axone layer
College life today
Rorsee
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Vacation sites in Wisconsin
leak Pond
Friona Facilities
beech
Air Force
Collectors and Collecsablea
light T4 die
SEA
Dist lc ism

greens
Causes of death
nature Space Program
liaise Lath

Nuclear Energy
Walt Dismay
Charles Schultz
Soler Power
Drug simile

itaincarnetion

Cults
The Klan
Covuswerism
Careers
Electronic games
Space Shuttle
aubir's Cube
Drinking

Obviously all of the twice

Crites
Obesity
Creme in big cities
Overpopulation
Teenage pry
Smote control airplanes;
Amami%
Rot air bellows
Olympics
Astrology
Parenting
Warfare and weapow
Diabetes
ileahville

The Repression
Earthquake*
Jury System
Cemaerable
Conservat.'en
Test tube babies;

Dog fighting
Computers
Downs syndrome
Sestina Retardation
Survival in Antartica
Aviation
Divorce

and subject's listed above are too broad

to be -- covered effertively in 4 reseerch paper. Once the general topic

area has been decided upon, the nest teak is to bring it into a narrower

focus. Ask students to conaider whet point they went to make about the

sub,eet or what they hope to learn about it? As a preliminary step to

the actual research of the narrow topic, some general, quick reading of

their topies Should be done. A good sourre for this type of Aiming

is the encyclopedist. Even though it may not be used directly in the

researrn of the papers, the encyclopedia may be used to give Home back-

err-mite ittfursotton and ideas to begin reward,.

:seveloping note taking and bibliographic skills.

Earlier in this guide. we suggested same basic wort to get students

tee take notes. Thee, skills need to be reemphmeized at the middle/junior/weldor
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lash school level. Students should be given clear directions for preparing

bibliographic cards for both boobs and periodic A.

A bibliography card 'should be prepared for each source used.

Note. should be written on separate cards keyed to the bibliography card.

Only one mote or idea should be included om any card. Many young research-

ers write mammy noise on one card sod consequently find the cards less

than ueeful in ovszetialag the actual paper they intend to write. We

recommend that students be requested to organise their oaten is this

way even it they are using only too sources.

Students must also learn the pros dares for making bibliography

entries on the cards and theprocahcoutfor organizing the bibliography

for the paper. We have included an Inhibit D an exempla of a bibliography

ezOITIMA developed by one school staff. Tit exercise is to be used

following instruction on the specific bibliography style(a) agreed

upon by the school staff.

lhehiblt D

Ethnography Szercise

1. Put each part of the fallacies in correct order with perfect punctua-
tion.

2. Alphabetize all entries as they would appear in a completed bibliography.
(Books. magazines. pamphlets. and newspaper articles have been underlined
or put io quotation marks to help you identify the parts.)

A. Richard Wright
Slack Soy
Nitric: and Row
1945
New York

A. William Strunk
E. D. WhiPe
The Elements of Style_
nrontn, Canada
Macmillan
1959

27

C. Robert S. Gold, Editor
Point of Defixrtut.
New York
Dell
1967

D. Dover J. Whoa
"The Theater"
Life in Shakespeare's ERgland
Elddleeez, England
Penguin
1968
pp. 197-237
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R. Garry Willa
"The Impeachment Man"
griaerie7, Monthly

Vol. 233
Rey, 1974
pp. 79-84

F. "Open Secret"
Newsweek
Vol. XII
Jan. 11, 1941
pp. 62-63

G. Anthony Mimes
"lisgpipes"

Encyclopaedia 5rita4ica
Vol.2
1968

101A-17

1.

t.

Bibliography Exerciaes-Aesuer

"Sarah Lawrence College"
Collier's Encyclopaedia
Vol. 20
1968
p. 427

"Making the Moat of your Summer"
Chicago Tribune
Julie 15, 1977

p. 36

John Juatin Smith
"Seeking the Trail of Man"
Chica go Daily News
April 13, 1979
Sec. 2
pp. 19-20

(Middleton Ugh School,

Sheet (English)

1981)

Baines, Authony. "llama i s," Eacyclopeedia Oritencaai, 1968 ed., vol. 2,
ll

1

Gold, Robert S., ed.. Poiat of DOWAUX*. New York, Dell, 1967.

"Making the MOot of Your lummdr," Chicane Tribune, June 15, 1977, p. 56.

"Open Secret," Neweweek. vol. XII, Jae.l1, 1943, pp. 62-63.

"Sarah Lawrence College." Collier's Racycloesedia, 1968 ed., vol 20,

p. 427.

pp. 1036-37.

Smith, .Tubs !main, "Seeking the Trail of Nan," Chicago Daily News,
April 13, 1979, Sec. 2. pp. 19-20.

Strunk, William, and White, E. 5., The Elements of Style, Toronto, Canada,

Macmillan, 1959.

Wiras, Garry, "The impeachment Man," Atlantic Monthly. vol. 233, May,
1474. pp. 79-04.

Wilson, Mover 1., "The Theater," Life In shatelveare's England. Middlesex.

England. Penguin. 1968, pp. 197-237.

Wright, Richard, 81a--k Noy. New York, Harper and Row, 1945.

(Middleton High School, 1981)

Evaluation of Research Papers

Although direct reopoeac t., the t ./ntent and format of the research

2
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paper la the moat useful, teachers and students both have appreciated

being able to refer to some guide which shows the relative value that

the school staff is placing on the form and content of the research paper

and the procedures ueedln developing it. We have secluded two examples.

Exhibit E shows the evaluation scheme used in an intermediate conpeeition

cowrie to evaluate the final product. Exhibit F shows the evaluation

*chose used in a social studies course to evaluate both the procedures

and final product. There is nothing magical in the point system

devised except that it does provide nom, clarity. Thin clarity can only

be achieved it all school staff have had the opportunity to develop aomm

conalatemcy in evaluating through training it one evaluation scheme or

another. (Many teachers have farad it useful for themselves to have the

total staff evaluate a small sample of papers and then to compare these

ratings of student papers with the ratings give* by collaaguea.)

Exhibit E

Res.:arch Paper Evaluations Intermediate Composition

Your paper will be evaluated om the basis of 100 points. The

following is a lint of the criteria for grading.

Record of Pointe

Required Item Possible Pointe Points Earned

Fora

Table of Contenta/OutAloc 10

Foutuutem 10

Bibliography 10

Spelling 10

Punctuation 10

Usage 5

Margins/CameraI Appearance S
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Istriametass 10

TramodRiess 10

Cossimiss 10

!farts litstworst

as liability mad Crediting
lassess

S

S

Zotal 180

Isbibit 1

tannetheffAlibrikatelMtalfgdiat
Tem resegmb peper will be svolmted an the heels of 150 points'

50 points tot Pralimismmy seedy and 100 palate tor the final project.

The follesteg is a !tat et the criteria ter grading. Imp this in mind

ao yen proceed in yew weammeh.

MAtalear0-Eftttlata
Pena Mum vois$ polio weed

1. /epic am4 Simla 5

2. bmgh &Slim 5

3. Rangy Siblbspoodo, 10

4, flail. **atm 15

S. Not. Cord. IS

4. final Project

litgaWItteMerl

Toils of Cements

Botts 10

S

Spelliggitrimor 10

Gomm/ dprommace 10
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Contest

Mesta 10

Logical flow of Paper 10

Melmosoce of COMMA 15

Credibility/Mailability
of doerceo

Coecbooloo beeed oe 15

Research *elated to Motto
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What Writing Skills Are Wisconsin
Colleges Looking For?

Teaching our tudemte to write milled, cabernet, clear promo is

important not only for the work they do to school but for the work they

must do in college sad in many jobs that they aspire to she* they finish

high school or college. 'de thought it might be useful bars to include

two etatemeets about writing from the perspective of college faculty

about the importence of writing skills mod about the relationship of

writing to academic emcee, in collage.

The University el WIsconsitrMadison'a Nigh School-Uxiversity

Curriculum Liaison Committee emd the Office of New Student Services

published in 1979 a resource Kemal tidied ZESSIUMftleW___Mr.1

The manual includes nog saggeetions and examples about appropriate

preparation for coll.'s. It include, Womanise about all skill areas

including reeding, mathematics, and writing.

We have excerpted, with pa:mission, two statements on writing

that emphasize the reeearchtwritlea skills that etedents.need. The first

utatement describes writing skills Is the humealtieet the second state-

ment limns the abilities needed by students is the social sciences and

provedes AU exempla of the critical reading nod reeeerchiweiting shills

required is no introductory psychology course. Theme =ampler' should be

of particular interest to your orodcuts who are intending to continue

their echooling beyond Grade 12.

ICeplee are available from the Office of New Student Services,

university of NiscomeiwoNadison, 432 North barmy Street, Madison, Wlecooele,

53706.
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Writing Skills in the Humanities

As useful as training in mathematics in to academic success in
the humanities. it palm in comparison to the absolute necessity
for risen's* trainieg in writing skills.

While the ability to write acceptable prose is important to all
errs of study at the University, it is especially Important in the
immunities. for the very basic rearm that the primmryvirtually
the seclusivevehicle for COMM414104214$ one's knowledge in the
bermitise is natural Immerse. Ome can work out a fore mla in physics
or as egeatioe is mathematics without relying on prose. beet one

tarot criticise a plea, of literature, emplain the moaning of a
work of act. =Plicate the =Lair of slavery, or assess a system
of philosophy without resorting to prose. -Mlor can use easter the
intricacies of a foreign lamgmesi miler ene is familiar with the
grammatical and syntactical weettage of mese owe language. Interest-
!Italy, well-developed writing skill/ars primps nest important in
tree cress of the bursitis. where one might expect then to be
least leportents is the study of art teepecially art history), music,
film, sod televirons Why? Memo. students is thee areas oust
he able to trams late into clew verbal analysis perceptions and
concepts that are essentially vial or perm/ in netere. This is
difficult to do well, as yews of research have err, sad often
pore a formidable barrier to sterols.

Students in the Ammerties face essentially two types of writing
tasks. The first is that of stating seals kneeled's and ideas
briefly, concisely, and scromically, and is confronted in virtually
all easniestior. The resod is that of developing and expressing
one's thoughts in greater detail sad at great Italia. This task
le confronted whomever student. write rapers, research report., or
take-home raminatiorin some elemerary comm es, in sassy inter-
mediate courses, and in all Menaced courses. It is or surprising,
therefore, to find as almost direct tertiaries is the boaritieu
betimes students' ability to write naifieel, cobeeent, clear Avow
and their academic emcees.

Handicap. in matins skills say be no serious as to prevent a
student from complatAg a degree proper., they inevitably contri-
bute to lower grade-point averages and reduce a student's chances
of getting into graduate school, is well as limit the choice of
positions to private industry. .

Overall, study in the hermitic. seeks to develop critical
thinking. It is, of couree,teremarythat rodents comprehend and
accumulate informationto leers "facte--tbat it is possible to
obtain a degree without going stash beyond this. Out for students
who aspire to excel, it is orrery to go beyond learning the
"facts" and to develop the ability to think critically. This is
so because the bulk of study in the hemmeities in devoted to the
analysts of a creative workmhether a film, a pre, a painting,
a political prphlet, a armrest, speech, a play, a novel, a
scholarly her or essay. Too efts* ruders reusable to go
beyond stating, "I like it," or "I don't like it ". Mut such etre-
ments are of little value unless students can explain they like

or dislike something by referring directly rid precisely to the work
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is queetioas by metabolites evidesce to support their judament, and
by commenicating that jvagmest clearly and precisely.

(bstsligslaradakat, pp 1.4-15.)

Social Studies

Nothing that cements the far-rfting activities" of bonen helage
is outside the scope of social studies. The more than 30 schools

and departmemts of the Usiversity of Wiecousia-Nedison, coemidered
a part of the division of the social studies, explore everythies
from the family telatiomehip of !teeth See islanders to the inter,
eattonal Wonetary Peed; frem the menftement of a farmer's woodlot

to tumbles roomfal of restless fivo.-year-olds. At first glance,

philosophy may seem to save little in common with forestry, or
political 'science with dance, or journalism with geography. All

these discipline", however, share a basic concern with the systematic

study of human beings: the .ay um think and feel, the way we act
and interact. the *octal inatitutioas we create aid what we do with

chute institutions. 'lies focus here on 2511teMetlt study is important
whether the particular social studies course is to history, govern-
meet, economics, civics, business* asociology, y. anthropology,

or any ooe of the soft others listed is the Resource Manual; the

tools one need* to study and learn within each discipline are specific

yet interrelated. They are unique because they consists the *kilts a

humanist uses to read, think, malyar, sad cosounicate with the

scientific skills seed for proposing and perhaps testing possible

new explanation* or solutions to hemostatic problem' andlor life

situations'.
Thua, in exploling this enormous ranee of subjects, students

and scholars in the social studies are unique in that they need to
combine the scientist's accuracy and precision in observation with

.the equally teportent descriptive and commeniastiou skills employed

intensively is the collectlem, the analysis, and the reporting of

haste data.
Specifically, social "crudites at the university level require:
--the ability to think logically and analytically;
--the ability to use the basic tools al sathematica, including

statistics;
--the ability to listen, and to record accurately what is heard;
--the ability to read with comprehansion --and reasonably quickly;

--the ability to write correctly and clearly;
--al, ability to communicate orally.
It is sweeties. difficult to visualise in advance has much mathe-

matical end cammunications skills" one will need ins, order to handle

college subjects. This is probably particularly true when students
es'ert to concentrate en subjects that, on the unlace, seem to have

little to do with writing, or speaking, or manipulating number's.

After all, it is far free obvious that a freshmen dance major will

be expected to write a clear explasation of hoe to control neuromus-

cular hypertension, or that a wouldbe journalist suet use aarbralc

fermis. in plannift as opinion survey.
Whichever discipline of the social studies 'students ester, they

will quickly find that they meet not only easter the subject by
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study but demonatrete eatery by carrying out investigati-na tato
some ampere of the subject area. Library skills are essential
Mere as well as the previously emetiesed metal science skills.
For *trample, en introductory psychology course requirement is a
short paper demastrating a critical reading of two or three
articles on one topic. The following questions are provided the

student. as :guidelines to readies the articles critically:
1. Michas both make claim, and apply evidence. Do you

agree that the isfermees made by the author. arc justified
on the basis of the evidence they prevented?

2. Is the evidence correlational in nature or can gee justify
sees ing one of the variable. as a "cause"?

1. Can the author' gm:malls. from their sample to the popula-
tion of interest?

S. Are there plausible alternative expleaticee for the data?
5. Notice hoe the authors operatioaalise the factors--does

their emeetmemt leave babied the original question?
6. Are there appropriate controls?
7. If there is crettredictery evidence, see tf you can figure

out wiry such contradiction exists: as a first step. see it
the two authors or sets of authors operationalism the same
terms differently.

Dore you finished your critical reading, you must write the
paper. One way to do that to to determine whet conclusions
you feel are justified an the basis of all t'e papers to-
gether. Thee you should state your co elusions and support
them. referring at all times to specific points made is the
articles. You mat also pars prOblemm, contradictions, or
qualifications that serve to limp your conclusions. Your
paper should be very specific in both its claims and the
evidence you provide; the paper should be closely tied to
the reedings that you see. If yes do mot use formal foot-
notes, you suet refer to the study by autborts) and date.
Please do not make statements without support; acience
writing is meant to inform.

if you think that the avidenee in the papers is inconclusive.
Aeelde what evidence would convince you and design an experi-
ment tu obtain it. Thee state the problemoupport your
inability to come to a conclusion, and state your experiment
and eh, you think it would provide clear evideete foie

For th: psychology course, a short paper is defined as 5 to 10

paAr,. Thm. It ia i.lear that ins order for students to speak to the
yiestiona adequately. they need the ability to write concisely.

Thin kill is one mentioned over and over again by nor'el studies
tweitv Ott t:u-emdinen.

trropration for C:0 11w, pp 1!:-16.)
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Ckawlene Seckner *midi Mime. *,uchee Elementary

Deerfield Schools Oconomowoc School District

Joe= Castro/1 Ana Niedermaler

Oconomowoc Senior Nigh School Wet Nigh School. Madison

Jamma Pantaloon
Enetside School. Sem Prairie

Mary Pick
Jude School

Coed Leo Dembetmer Rickard *slake

Mom*, Ptiblit: Scheele Des Prairie Sr. High School

Beth Dillin Joe Singulsen

Marksman Middle School Verona High School

"emitter Frickletoe Elisabeth Rohde

Deerfield Elementary School Royal Oahe Schaal, Sun Prairie

Jame* Site Margaret Boat

Aida Slab School Northaide School, Monroe

Don Mine Deborah Schilt

Rockwell Elementary School, Fort Atkinson Meanest Publir schools

Loretta Noversten Bob Schulte

Deeriteld Elementary School Sabish 3r. High, Pond du Lac

Bruce Johnnon hells* Stillman

Oregon Jr. High School Worthaide Elementary. Middleton

Lori Jordan
Suds School

Kathryn Stray
Luther Jr. High, Fort Atkineon

Elsa Lawrence Barb Teff

Middleton Nigh School Elm Lawn School, Middleton

rerol I. Leveneum Pas Jeatan -Tobey

UM-Kedison Waunakee High School

Alice Leerreox David Hairy

0.uomaowov Jr. High Arrowhead High School, Hartland

Patricia Muehrer Donna Welker'

Jame P. Luther Jr. Nigh, Fort Atkineno Compere Elementary School, Madison

Mary Pat MUlrbead Mary Ziegelhauer

leffereon Middle School, Madisoo Arrowhead High School, Hartland
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The Wiecossin Writing Project to an effort by school
mothers, college faculty, sed curriceibma apecialints
to improve the teschleg of writing at all levels of
education. The Project is fended by the Uliversity
of Moteestarliedisca. the University of Moccasin
Intaseine, the Wisconsin lasproweeent Prague., and the
Netionel martinet for the ftemsities (thinegh the
Uaiversity of California, Berkeley). The view'
=preened in this golds do met iecesserily represent
the views of the shove named argealsations.

:ndivideals desiring information
concerning the Wisconsin Writing
_Project should mite tot

Wistoesin Writing Project
5% Teacher Mutation Sanding
UtOvereity of Wiaconsts
225 Werth Mills Street
Sadism, Wisconsin 53706

(408)263-4660
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